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effects on freezing play a negligible role in those changes. 
Aerosol-induced enhancement in evaporation intensi-
fies gust fronts and increases the number of subsequently 
developing clouds, which leads to the substantial increases 
in condensation and associated intensity of convection. 
Although aerosol-induced enhancement in freezing takes 
part in the increases in condensation by inducing stronger 
convergence around cloud bottom, the increases in con-
densation are ~one order of magnitude larger than those in 
freezing. It is found that while aerosol-induced increases in 
freezing create intermittent extremely heavy precipitation, 
aerosol-induced increases in evaporation enhance light and 
medium precipitation in the multiple-cloud system here. 
This increase in light and medium precipitation makes 
it possible that cumulative precipitation increases with 
increasing aerosol concentration, although the increase is 
small. It is interesting that the altitude of the maximum of 
the time- and domain-averaged hydrometeor mass densities 
is quite robust to increases in aerosol concentration. This 
is because locations of gust fronts and homogeneous freez-
ing do not vary significantly with changing aerosol concen-
tration and this outweighs aerosol effects on hydrometeor 
size.

Keywords Aerosol · Evaporation · Freezing · Convective 
clouds · Precipitation

1 Introduction

In recent years, aerosol effects on clouds and precipitation 
in the systems of convective clouds have been the focus of 
studies on aerosol–cloud–precipitation interactions. Con-
vective clouds form the cloud regime that produces most 
of the precipitation on a global average basis, and so are 

Abstract Aerosol effects on clouds and precipitation 
account for a large portion of uncertainties in the prediction 
of the future course of global hydrologic circulations and 
climate. As a process of a better understanding of interac-
tions between aerosol, clouds and precipitation, simulations 
are performed for a mixed-phase convective multiple-cloud 
system over the tropics. Studies on single-cloud systems 
have shown that aerosol-induced increases in freezing, 
associated increases in parcel buoyancy and thus the inten-
sity of clouds (or updrafts) are a main mechanism which 
controls aerosol–cloud–precipitation interactions in con-
vective clouds. However, in the multiple-cloud system that 
plays much more important roles in global hydrologic cir-
culations and thus climate than single-cloud systems, aero-
sol effects on condensation play the most important role in 
aerosol-induced changes in the intensity of clouds and the 
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important for determining the relationship between aerosol 
and precipitation and thus the effect of the relationship on 
global hydrologic circulations and climate.

So far, most of studies have focused on aerosol-induced 
changes in precipitation amount (or cumulative precipita-
tion) in convective clouds (e.g., Khain et al. 2005; Lee et al. 
2010; Lee 2011). Some of these studies for mesoscale cloud 
ensembles (MCEs) have shown that precipitation amount 
over the entire domain does not change much with varying 
aerosol concentrations. However, Lee et al. (2010), referred 
to as L10, hereafter, have shown that aerosol-induced pre-
cipitation-amount changes in each of classified cloud types 
in a simulated MCE are significant, while the compensation 
of aerosol-induced precipitation-amount changes among 
the different cloud types results in the small variation of 
precipitation amount over the entire MCE domain. Moti-
vated by L10, this study examines aerosol-induced changes 
in precipitation and associated changes in clouds for quan-
tified cloud types. In this study, cloud types are quantified 
or classified by cloud depths.

Despite the small aerosol-induced deviation in precipita-
tion amount over the entire MCE domain, Li et al. (2011) 
have shown aerosol-induced significant changes in precipi-
tation frequency (PF). This study suggests that we should 
shift our focus from precipitation amount to PF to gain a 
more comprehensive understanding of aerosol effects on 
precipitation in convective clouds. Also, as discussed in Li 
et al. (2011), changes in PF can have a substantial impact 
on water usage efficiency, an important element for agri-
culture. Motivated by this, this study aims to understand 
mechanisms which control interactions between aerosol 
and PF. For the understanding of the mechanisms, this 
study focuses on roles played by latent-heat processes (e.g., 
evaporation and freezing) and associated cloud dynamics 
in the interactions between aerosol and PF, since it is well-
known that those latent-heat processes and cloud dynamics 
play a key role in the evolution of precipitation and aerosol 
effects on it (Lee et al. 2009; Rosenfeld et al. 2008; Houze 
1993).

The traditional understanding of the interactions 
between aerosol and clouds is based on aerosol-induced 
changes in microphysical effects on clouds, which involve 
aerosol-induced changes on cloud-particle sizes (Zhao 
et al. 2012; Garrett and Zhao 2006; Albrecht 1989; Twomey 
1977). With the focus of this study on dynamics, this study 
compares the traditional effects of aerosol-induced changes 
in microphysics on the interactions between aerosol and 
clouds to those effects of aerosol-induced changes in 
cloud dynamics. The traditional roles played by aerosol-
induced changes in microphysics have been investigated 
and well-understood in the vertical structure of hydrome-
teors (e.g., the vertical distribution of hydrometeor mass). 
Based on this, as a process of the effective comparison, this 

study aims to elucidate how the well-understood effects of 
aerosol-induced changes in microphysics on the vertical 
structure are deformed by those effects of aerosol-induced 
changes in cloud dynamics. In particular, for the elucida-
tion regarding the vertical structure of cloud-ice (or ice-
crystal) mass, we also discuss the roles in the deformation 
played by environmental conditions (e.g., large-scale forc-
ings) and their collaboration with aerosol-induced changes 
in cloud dynamics. This elucidation gives us information of 
how important cloud dynamics is in our understanding of 
aerosol effects on clouds and precipitation.

In Sects. 2 and 3, the cloud-system resolving model 
(CSRM) and integration design are described and in 
Sect. 4, analyses of simulation results are presented. In 
Sect. 5, the discussion of the results in this study is given 
and in Sect. 6, a summary of the results and conclusions 
are given. In particular, in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, the results that 
are associated with the effect of aerosol on latent-heat pro-
cesses, clouds and precipitation are presented. In Sect. 4.3, 
the results that are related to the elucidation of how the 
effects of aerosol-induced changes in microphysics on the 
vertical distribution of hydrometeor mass are affected by 
those effects of large-scale forcings and aerosol-induced 
changes in dynamics are given.

2  CSRM

The Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model (Tao et al. 
2003), a two-dimensional nonhydrostatic compressible 
model, is used here as a CSRM. Shortwave and longwave 
radiation parameterizations have been included for simu-
lations in this study. To represent the subgrid turbulent 
processes, 1.5 order turbulent kinetic energy closure that 
is described in Mellor and Yamada (1982) is used. Micro-
physical processes are represented by the double-moment 
bin-bulk representation of Saleeby and Cotton (2004) 
that uses bin-model-derived lookup tables for hydrome-
teor collection processes. Hydrometeor size distributions 
are assumed to be gamma functions with fixed breadth. 
The cloud-droplet nucleation parameterization of Abdul-
Razzak and Ghan (2000, 2002), which is based on Kӧhler 
theory, is used to represent cloud-droplet nucleation. Arbi-
trary aerosol mixing states and arbitrary aerosol size dis-
tributions can be fed to this parameterization because it 
combines the treatment of multiple aerosol types and a 
sectional representation of size. To represent heterogene-
ous ice-crystal nucleation, the parameterizations of Lohm-
ann and Diehl (2006) and Mӧhler et al. (2006) are used. 
In these parameterizations, contact, immersion, condensa-
tion-freezing, and deposition nucleation paths are all con-
sidered. In this study, cloud-liquid (or cloud droplet) and 
raindrop heterogeneous freezing occurs through immersion 
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and contact freezing following Lohmann and Diehl (2006) 
and Mӧhler et al. (2006). Homogeneous aerosol (haze par-
ticle) freezing is considered following the theory of Koop 
et al. (2000). Homogeneous aerosol (haze particle) freez-
ing is assumed to occur instantaneously when a size- and 
temperature-dependent critical supersaturation with respect 
to ice for the freezing is exceeded at temperatures colder 
than −38 °C. For homogeneous droplet freezing, the frac-
tion by number of cloud droplets that are frozen homogene-
ously just above the level of −38 °C is parameterized as a 
function of the vertical velocity, the predicted supersatura-
tion at the level just below the homogeneous freezing, and 
the product of droplet number concentration and size, fol-
lowing Phillips et al. (2007a). In applying these droplet and 
ice-crystal nucleation parameterizations, the size spectrum 
for aerosols (described in more detail in Sect. 3) is divided 
into thirty bins.

Prognostic equations are solved for aerosol. Aerosol 
particles are advected, diffused and depleted by activation 
and washout by precipitable hydrometeors (i.e., nuclea-
tion and impacting scavenging) during the simulation. Note 
that Garrett et al. (2010), Pruppacher and Klett (1997), and 
Shaw (1995) have shown that the washout of aerosol by 
precipitating hydrometeors or precipitation is proportional 
to the intensity of precipitation or precipitation rates based 
on measurements and experiments. This principle is opera-
tive in the simulation of the washout in this study. Aerosol 
mass is incorporated into hydrometeors during droplet or 
ice nucleation and is transferred among different species of 
hydrometeors (through collection). The aerosol is removed 
from the system when precipitating hydrometeors fall to 
the surface or returned to the atmosphere when hydromete-
ors evaporate or sublimate.

We do not simulate the solar absorption of black-carbon 
aerosol and attendant effects on the strength of convection 
and regional circulation.

3  Integration design

A 2-day simulation is performed for a MCE that was 
observed during the TWP-ICE [12:00 local solar time 
(LST) January 23th–12:00 LST January 25th 2006] cam-
paign in Darwin, Australia (12.47°N, 130.85°W) (May 
et al. 2008). Henceforth, this simulation is referred to as the 
“control run”.

The horizontal domain length is set to 256 km in the 
east–west direction to capture the mesoscale structure of 
the storm while the vertical extent is 20 km. The horizontal 
(vertical) grid length is 500 (200) m.

Periodic boundary conditions used in Fridlind et al. 
(2009) are applied to horizontal boundaries, and heat 
and moisture fluxes from the TWP-ICE observation are 

prescribed at the surface. The TWP-ICE observations pro-
vide large-scale forcings, in terms of advection of poten-
tial temperature and specific humidity, which control the 
net water budget over the domain but not the cloud-scale 
microphysics directly. This allows us to explore the change 
in microphysical pathways associated with changes in aero-
sol. Horizontal momentum is damped to observed values.

The initial size distribution and number concentration 
of background aerosol are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 is 
only for the altitude of 0.5 km. Modal diameter and dis-
tribution breadth of each of modes of the size distribution 
are assumed not to vary spatiotemporally, hence, aero-
sol particles in any grid points have the shape of the size 
distribution in Fig. 1, although their total number concen-
tration varies spatiotemporally due to clouds that process 
aerosol particles as described in Sect. 2. Here, a chemical 
composition, which is ammonium sulfate, is assumed for 
all of aerosol particles over the whole simulation domain 
and period. Hence, we do not consider the effect of vary-
ing composition on clouds and precipitation. The initial 
average background aerosol number concentration in the 
accumulation mode which has most of CCN over a general 

Fig. 1  Initial aerosol size distribution at the altitude of 0.5 km. N 
represents aerosol number concentration per unit volume of air and D 
aerosol diameter

Fig. 2  Initial vertical distribution of aerosol concentration in the 
accumulation mode for the control run
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parcel supersaturation range and over the planetary bound-
ary layer is ~100 cm−3. Figure 2 depicts the initial vertical 
distributions of aerosol concentrations in the accumulation 
mode for the control run. 

To examine the effect of aerosol on precipitation, the 
control run is repeated but with the initial background aer-
osol number enhanced by a factor of 10 over the control 
case. Henceforth, this simulation is referred to as “the 10M 
run”. To test the robustness of results to a lower aerosol 
perturbation, the control run is repeated with aerosol num-
ber concentration enhanced by a factor of 3. This repeated 
simulation is referred to as “the 3M run”.

4  Results

4.1  Cumulative precipitation

The domain-averaged cumulative precipitation at the last 
time step is 88.6, 90.1 mm and 95.7 mm for the control, 
3M and 10M runs, respectively. The observed cumulative 
precipitation is 83.1 mm, hence, the control-run precipita-
tion amount is within 10 % of the observed precipitation 
amount, which indicates that the model performs reason-
ably well. The cumulative precipitation in the 3M and 10M 
runs exceeds that in the control run only by less than ~9 % 
in spite of as much as the tenfold difference in aerosol con-
centration between the control run and the 10M run or the 
threefold difference between the control run and the 3M 
run. This is due to offset between cloud types as described 
in L10.

4.2  PF, cloud depths and cloud fraction

4.2.1  Aerosol effects on PF

Although variations in cumulative precipitation between 
the three runs are very small, the distribution of PF over 
precipitation rate (R) show features which clearly dif-
ferentiates the 3M and 10M runs from the control run 
(Fig. 3a). PF is the number of the occurrence of a certain 
R over the whole domain and simulation period. The nota-
ble difference in the PF distribution between the runs is 
in R exceeding ~28 mm h−1. While the 3M and 10M runs 
show non-zero PFs, there are zero PFs in the control run 
for R over ~28 mm h−1. Also, it is notable that for R below 
~5 mm h−1, the 3M and 10M runs show on average ~20 
and 30 % larger PFs than the control run, while the con-
trol run shows on average ~22 and 35 % larger PFs than 
the 3M and 10M runs, respectively, for the R between ~5 
and ~15 mm h−1. For R between ~15 and ~28 mm h−1, the 
3M and 10M runs show 25 and ~40 % larger PFs than the 
control run on average, respectively. The 3M and 10M runs 

respond to the aerosol perturbation in a qualitatively similar 
way (Fig. 3a, discussions in this section, as well as further 
analyses in subsequent sections). Hence, results from the 
10M and control runs will hereafter be the focus of analysis 
and discussion.

The differences in PF between the 10M and control runs 
may have been caused by the 9 % difference in cumulative 
precipitation, although it is not likely that this small precip-
itation-amount difference has a significant impact on them. 
To see the effect of this precipitation-amount difference on 
the PF differences, the 10M run is repeated by artificially 
slowing down the graupel collection of cloud liquid such 
that this repeated 10M run results in similar cumulative 
precipitation to that in the control run. Among many types 
of collection processes, this graupel collection is chosen 
here, since it is well known that this collection has the very 
efficient control on the total rainfall. This run is referred to 
as the 10M-9 % run. The general features of the PF differ-
ences between the 10M-9 % and control runs are similar 
to those between the 10M and control runs, although PF 
decreases slightly in the 10M-9 % run as compared to PF 
in the 10M run (Fig. 3b). Hence, the features of differences 
in PF over R can be considered robust to the precipitation-
amount difference between the 10M and control runs.

4.2.2  Freezing and evaporation

There are two well-established mechanisms which 
cause aerosol-induced changes in convective intensity 
and precipitation. The first is aerosol-induced increases 
in freezing (as simulated in the 10M run) and the sec-
ond is aerosol-induced increases in evaporation (as also 
simulated in the 10M run). Aerosol-induced increases in 
freezing lead to increases in parcel buoyancy as proposed 
by studies such as Rosenfeld et al. (2008) and this trig-
gers stronger convergence around cloud bottoms, in turn 
inducing larger updrafts and thus larger condensation. 
In this paper, freezing is defined to include all types of 
microphysical processes which convert liquid- and gas-
phase particles to solid-phase particles. Hence, freezing 
here involves processes of cloud-liquid (or cloud-drop-
let) freezing, raindrop freezing, depositional growth of 
cloud ice (or ice crystals), snow and graupel, riming of 
liquid-phase particles by their collisions with solid-phase 
particles and heterogeneous and homogeneous cloud-ice 
nucleation. Note that deposition processes are included in 
freezing here and this enables us to consolidate all the ice 
processes forming solid particles into one term, which is 
freezing, and thus to achieve the expediency of explaining 
those processes.

Aerosol-induced increases in evaporation that induce 
the enhancement of the intensity of gust fronts (or con-
vergence around the surface) increase the number of 
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subsequently developing updraft cores and thus clouds 
(or cloud cells), contributing to the substantial increases 
in the averaged updrafts and condensation as identified by 
studies such as Khain et al. (2005) and L10 and diagram-
matically described in Fig. 4a. Due to these effects of aer-
osol-induced increases in evaporation on gust fronts, the 
cumulative numbers of cloud cells and updrafts cores at the 
last time step are larger in the 10M run than in the control 
run. The cumulative numbers of cloud cells and updrafts 
cores at the last time step for the 10M run (control run) are 
909 (719) and 2728 (2085), respectively.

As seen in Table 1, aerosol-induced increases in con-
densation are ~one order of magnitude larger than the 
increases in freezing. Also, as seen in Table 1, increases in 
condensation as a source of cloud liquid are slightly larger 
than those in evaporation as a sink of cloud liquid. As dis-
cussed in Eqs. (6) and (7) in Lee et al. (2008a), this induces 
increases in cloud-liquid mass and thus accretion of cloud 
liquid by precipitation, which offset decreases in autocon-
version in the 10M run, and eventually enables slightly 
larger cumulative precipitation in the 10M run than in the 
control run. Hence, we see that although aerosol-induced 

Fig. 3  Distributions of precipitation-rate (R) frequency for a the 3M, 
10M and control runs, b the 10M, control and 10M-9 % runs, c the 
10M-reduced-freezing and control runs, d the 10M-reduced-evapora-

tion and control runs, e the 10M-small-ws and control-small-ws runs, 
f the 10M-large-ws and control-large-ws runs, g the 10M-res and 
control-res runs and h the 10M-reduced-sublimation and control runs
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increases in freezing trigger those in condensation, the 
increases in freezing and its latent heat play a negligible 
role in the invigoration of convection as compared to those 

in condensation and its latent heat. We can also see that 
although there are substantial increases in evaporation and 
thus the loss of cloud mass as a source of precipitation with 
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the increasing aerosol, these increases in evaporation also 
act to intensity gust fronts and thus subsequent clouds, in 
turn increasing condensation as a source of precipitation.

4.2.3  Test simulations for evaporation and freezing

To better understand the effects of aerosol-induced changes 
in freezing and evaporation on clouds and precipitation, we 
perform test simulations. For the test simulations, first, the 
10M run is repeated by reducing the freezing rate to exam-
ine the effect of aerosol-induced increases in freezing on the 
PF differences between the 10M run and the control run. 
This is done by dividing the rate of each of freezing pro-
cesses (i.e., cloud-liquid and raindrop freezing, depositional 
growth of cloud ice, snow and graupel, riming of liquid-
phase particles by their collisions with solid-phase particles 
and heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation) by a fac-
tor of 7 at every time step and at grid points where freezing 
occurs. This factor is determined to make cumulative freez-
ing in the repeated 10M run identical to that in the control 
run. This repeated run is referred to as “the 10M-reduced-
freezing run”. As seen in Fig. 3c, the 10M-reduced-freez-
ing run does not have extremely heavy precipitation above 
~28 mm h−1, which is in contrast to the 10M run. Also, the 

PF differences between the 10M-reduced-freezing and con-
trol runs in R above ~15 mm h−1 is overall ~2 times smaller 
than that between the 10M and control runs (Fig. 3a and 
c). Note that PFs in Fig. 3a and c are in log scales so that 
seemingly slight changes in the PF differences in these fig-
ures can be large in absolute values. However, for R below 
15 mm h−1, changes in the PF differences with the sup-
pressed freezing are ~3 times smaller than those for R above 
15 mm h−1 (Fig. 3a and c). Hence, aerosol-induced changes 
in freezing affect heavy precipitation, defined to have rates 
above 15 mm h−1, more significantly.

The 10M run is repeated again by reducing evapora-
tion rate to examine the effect of aerosol-induced increases 
in evaporation on the PF differences between the 10M 
run and the control run. Evaporation rate at grid points 
where evaporation occurs is reduced by a factor of 1.5 
which is determined to make cumulative evaporation in 
the repeated run identical to that in the control run. This 
repeated run is referred to as “the 10M-reduced-evapora-
tion run”. Figure 3a and d show that there is a small ~5 % 
increase in PF with the suppressed evaporation for R above 
~15 mm h−1 as compared to PF in the 10M run. Hence, PF 
for R above ~15 mm h−1 in this repeated run is larger than 
that in the control run as in the 10M run, which indicates 
that the qualitative nature of the effect of the aerosol pertur-
bation on PF for R above ~15 mm h−1 does not vary with 
increasing evaporation which is induced by increasing aer-
osol. However, there is ~30 % decrease in PF with the sup-
pressed evaporation as compared to that in the 10M run for 
R below ~15 mm h−1 (Fig. 3a and d). As a result of this, for 
R below 5 mm h−1, PF in the high-aerosol case becomes 
smaller than PF in the low-aerosol case with the reduced 
evaporation (Fig. 3a and d). Hence, in contrast to the role 
of freezing, aerosol-induced enhancement in evaporation 
increases the occurrence of light and medium precipitation 
with R below 15 mm h−1 more significantly. Light pre-
cipitation is defined to have rates below 5 mm h−1, while 
medium precipitation is defined to have rates between 5 
and 15 mm h−1 in this study. The cumulative precipita-
tion at the last time step is 80.7 mm for the 10M-reduced-
evaporation run which is smaller than 88.6 mm in the con-
trol run. Hence, despite the small R in light and medium 
precipitation, the increase in the occurrence of light 
and medium precipitation (induced by aerosol-induced 
increases in evaporation) enhances cumulative precipitation 
significantly. This enhancement of cumulative precipitation 
(associated with light and medium precipitation) enables 
the slightly larger cumulative precipitation in the 10M run 
than in the control run. The cumulative precipitation in the 
10M-reduced-freezing run is 94.2 mm which is higher than 
that in the control run. Hence, aerosol-induced increases in 
freezing do not have an impact on cumulative precipitation 
as strong as aerosol-induced increases in evaporation.

Fig. 4  a A diagram that depicts aerosol-induced intensification 
of gust fronts and formation of more subsequent clouds. Aerosol-
induced increases in evaporation develop stronger downdrafts and 
outflow around the surface, in turn developing stronger gust fronts. 
This leads to the formation of more clouds in the perturbed regions. 
This diagram also depicts the occurrence of the maximum cloud-ice 
number concentration and aerosol-induced increases in homogene-
ous freezing around the level of homogeneous freezing. b A diagram 
that depicts aerosol-induced deeper growth of clouds. An aerosol per-
turbation stimulates the formation of smaller size but larger number 
of water droplets in the lower layers of convective clouds. This, in 
turn, leads to the transportation of a greater number of water drop-
lets upwards, and the formation and growth of more ice crystals in the 
upper cloud layers. The more latent heat energy released upon more 
ice crystal formation and growth stimulates the deeper growth of 
clouds in the perturbed regions. c A diagram that depicts the depend-
ence of the terminal velocity of cloud particles on the particle size. 
Aerosol-induced decreases in the particle size induce the smaller 
terminal velocity of particles and this tends to make particles stay at 
higher altitudes

Table 1  Cumulative sources of four phase-transition processes, aver-
aged over the domain at the last time step

Simulations Condensa-
tion (mm)

Evaporation 
(mm)

Freezing 
(including 
deposition) 
(mm)

Sublimation 
(mm)

Control 174 92 18 11

10M 240 147 25 17

10M minus 
control

66 55 7 6

◂
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4.2.4  Aerosol effects on cloud depths and cloud fraction

Figure 5 depicts the precipitation-rate distribution over cloud 
depths for the 10M run. There are only less than 10 % differ-
ences in the precipitation-rate distribution between the control 
and 10M runs for each of cloud depths, although the control-
run cloud depths exist to ~15 km while the 10M-run depths 
extend to ~16 km (not shown). This figure shows that gener-
ally deeper clouds produce higher R. This figure also roughly 
shows that, based on the mean R for each cloud depth, clouds 
with depths smaller than ~4 km tend to produce R below 
~5 mm h−1. Clouds with depths between ~4 and ~8 km tend 
to control R between 5 and 15 mm h−1, while clouds with 
depths above ~8 km tend to account for R above 15 mm h−1. 
Figure 6 shows the frequency of cloud depths. Shallow clouds 
with depths smaller than ~4 km occur more frequently in the 
10M run than in the control run (Fig. 6a). However, clouds 
with depths between ~4 and ~8 km occur more frequently in 
the control run than in the 10M run (Fig. 6a). For deep clouds 
with depths larger than ~8 km, clouds in the 10M run occur 
more frequently than in the control run (Fig. 6a). Taking into 
account the mean R for each of cloud depths in Figs. 5 and 
6a roughly indicate that larger PFs for R below 5 mm h−1 are 
produced by more clouds with depths below ~4 km in the 
10M run than in the control run. The larger PFs for R above 
15 mm h−1 are accounted for by more clouds with depths 
above ~8 km in the 10M run than in the control run. The 
larger PFs for R between 5 and 15 mm h−1 are from more 
clouds with depths between ~4 km and ~8 km in the control 
run than in the 10M run. 

The 10M-reduced-freezing run shows a substantial reduc-
tion in the frequency of clouds with depths above ~8 km as 
compared to the frequency in the 10M run (Fig. 6a and b). 
This explains the reduction in PF for R above 15 mm h−1 
in the 10M-reduced freezing run as compared to PF in 
the 10M run (Fig. 3a and c). Aerosol-induced increases in 
freezing in the 10M run (as compared to the 10M-reduced-
freezing run or the control run) increase the occurrence of 

clouds with large depths above ~8 km by making clouds 
grow deeper as proposed by Rosenfeld et al. (2008) and dia-
grammatically depicted in Fig. 4b. This leads to increases in 
the occurrence of heavy rain (with rates above 15 mm h−1) 
in the 10M run as compared to the 10M-reduced-freezing 
run or the control run. The reduction in clouds with depths 
above ~8 km is associated with the disappearance of precip-
itation with the rate above ~28 mm h−1 in the 10M-reduced-
freezing run. However, this reduction does not change the 
qualitative nature of aerosol effects on cloud fraction as 
seen in comparison between Fig. 7a and b; the 10M run and 
the 10M-reduced-freezing run both show larger cloud frac-
tion than the control run.

The 10M-reduced-evaporation run shows a substan-
tial decrease in clouds with depths below ~8 km as com-
pared to these clouds in the 10M run (Fig. 6a and c). This 
decrease leads to smaller cloud-depth frequency for cloud 
depths below ~4 km in the 10M-reduced-evaporation run 
than in the control run (Fig. 6a and c). This accounts for 
the substantial reduction in PF for R below 15 mm h−1 in 
the 10M-reduced-evaporation run as compared to PF in the 
10M run, which leads to smaller PFs for R below 5 mm h−1 
in the 10M-reduced evaporation run than in the control run. 
Here, we see that aerosol-induced increases in evaporation 
increase the occurrence of clouds with shallow depths below 
~8 km as diagrammatically depicted in Fig. 4a. The change 
in clouds with shallow depths with increasing evaporation 
are associated with aerosol-induced increases in cloud frac-
tion as seen in comparisons between Fig. 7a and c.

4.2.5  More analyses and discussion of the effects 
of aerosol‑induced changes in evaporation

To examine the effects of aerosol-induced increases in evapo-
ration on PF and cloud-depth frequency distributions in more 
detail, Fig. 8 that shows the temporal evolution of the domain-
averaged differences in updrafts, downdrafts, convergence 
at the surface and evaporation-related negative buoyancy 
between the 10M run and the control run is obtained. Aero-
sol-induced increases in evaporation enhance the negative 
buoyancy first, which in turn enhances the intensity of down-
drafts around 18:00 LST on January 23rd. After reaching the 
surface, these enhanced downdrafts create a stronger outflow 
from the cloud region to the environment. Then, this stronger 
outflow creates stronger convergence around the surface after 
colliding with surrounding warm air around 19:00 LST on 
January 23rd as also simulated in (Khain et al. 2005; Seifert 
and Beheng 2006; Tao et al. 2007, 2012; van den Heever and 
Cotton 2007; Storer et al. 2010; Lee 2011) and diagrammati-
cally described in Fig. 4a (see blue circles for convergence in 
Fig. 4a). The stronger convergence leads to the development 
of stronger updrafts around 21:00 LST on January 23rd in the 
10M run than in the control run (Fig. 8).

Fig. 5  R corresponding to each cloud depth for the 10M run. Vertical 
bars represent ± one standard deviation of R at each of discretized 
cloud depths
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Figure 9 shows the vertical distribution of evaporation 
rates averaged over the domain and over the period between 
the beginning of the simulations and 18:00 LST on Janu-
ary 23rd when downdrafts become stronger in the 10M run 
than in the control run. There is overall much larger evapo-
ration (and thus evaporative cooling) in the 10M run than 
in the control run, which leads to larger intensity of down-
drafts and convergence in the 10M run than in the control 
run.

Figure 10a and b show the convergence at the surface 
and column-averaged condensation rates at 21:15 LST 

Fig. 6  Distributions of cloud-depth frequency for a the 10M and control 
runs, b the 10M-reduced-freezing and control runs, c the 10M-reduced-
evaporation and control runs and d the 10M-res and control-res runs

Fig. 7  Time series of cloud fraction for a the 10M and control runs, 
b the 10M-reduced-freezing and control runs, c the 10M-reduced-
evaporation and control runs, and d the 10M-res and control-res runs
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on January 23rd, which is ~15 min after updrafts become 
stronger in the 10M run than in the control run. In these 
figures, each condensation entity with non-zero condensa-
tion rates represents a cloud cell. In Fig. 10a and b, there is 
larger domain-averaged convergence in the 10M run than 
in the control run. This in turn leads to a situation where 
there are more air parcels that rise up from the convergence 
field and thus more condensation entities (or cloud cells) in 
the 10M run than in the control run (Fig. 10a and b). This 
explains the larger cumulative number of cloud cells (and 
associated updraft cores) at the last time step in the 10M 
run. These more numerous condensation entities, or cloud 
cells, explains the larger time- and domain-averaged con-
densation rates in the 10M run. As seen in Fig. 10c, with no 
increases in evaporative cooling, there are smaller domain-
averaged convergence and thus less condensation entities 
or cloud cells in the 10M-reduced-evaporation run than in 
the control run.

As discussed in previous studies (e.g., Lee and Fein-
gold 2010), the increasing number of cloud cells in turn 
increases competitions among cloud cells for given large-
scale forcings. Since given convective energy sources in the 
forcings (e.g., low-level humidity and warm air) are divided 
into more clouds with the increasing competitions, these 
evaporation-induced more clouds tend to be smaller with 
smaller cloud depths. This contributes to the increase in 
the number of small clouds with depths smaller than ~4 km 
with increasing evaporation (induced by increasing aero-
sol concentration), which leads to the increase in PF for 
light precipitation (as represented by Figs. 3 and 6 and dia-
grammatically depicted in Fig. 4a). Also, aerosol-induced 
increases in the number of raindrops and decreases in their 
size enhance the surface-to-volume ratio of raindrops and 
thus the efficiency of their evaporation as discussed in Zhao 
and Garrett (2008). This further reduces the size of rain-
drops and their fall velocity, which further contributes to 
the increase in PF for light precipitation as aerosol concen-
tration increases.

Medium-depth clouds (having depths between 4 km and 
8 km) and high-depth clouds (having depths larger than 8 km) 
producing medium and heavy precipitation, respectively, are 
affected by the increasing competitions, since some portion 
of medium-depth and high-depth clouds turns into small-
depth clouds (with depth smaller than 4 km). This contributes 
to the increases in the number of small-depth clouds associ-
ated with light precipitation in tandem with the increases 
in the number of small-depth clouds themselves with the 
increasing evaporation. Also, it is notable that some portion 
of high-depth clouds can turn into medium-depth clouds with 
increasing aerosol and evaporation. This contributes to a situ-
ation where differences in PF and cloud-depth frequency for 
medium-depth and high-depth clouds and medium and heavy 
precipitation between the 10M and control runs are different 
from those between the 10M-reduced-evaporation run and 
control run (Figs. 3 and 6). However, qualitative differences 
in the frequency distributions for medium and high clouds 

Fig. 8  Time series of differences in the domain-averaged convergence at the surface, the domain-averaged updraft mass fluxes, negative buoy-
ancy that is associated with evaporative cooling and the downdraft mass fluxes between the 10M run and the control run

Fig. 9  Vertical distributions of the time- and domain-averaged evap-
oration rates over the period between 12:00 and 18:00 LST on Janu-
ary 23rd for the 10M and control runs
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Fig. 10  The superposition 
of vertically averaged con-
densation rate (g m−3 s−1) 
and convergence field (s−1) at 
the surface at 21:15 LST on 
January 23rd for a the control 
run, b the 10M run, and c the 
10M-reduced-evaporation run
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and precipitation between the 10M and the control runs are 
not different from those between the10M-reduced-evapora-
tion run and the control run (Figs. 3 and 6). Hence, the quali-
tative differences in medium and high clouds and precipita-
tion between the 10M and control runs are not sensitive to the 
changing competitions among clouds.

Note that comparisons between Fig. 6a and c show that 
there are aerosol- and evaporation-induced ~50 % changes 
in the number of small-depth clouds. The number of small-
depth clouds and its changes here are all in the order of 
~103. These comparisons also show that there are aerosol- 
and evaporation-induced ~20 % changes in the number of 
medium-depth and high-depth clouds, which is partially 
explained by the transition of those clouds to small-depth 
clouds via aerosol-induced increases in the competitions. 
Note that the number of medium-depth and high-depth 
clouds and its changes are mostly in the order of smaller 
than ~103. This indicates that competition-induced transi-
tion of medium-depth and high-depth clouds to small-depth 
clouds accounts for a very small portion of aerosol-induced 
changes in the number of small-depth clouds. Hence, the 
increases in the number of small-depth clouds in the 10M 
run are mainly controlled by the increases in the number of 
small-depth clouds themselves.

4.2.6  More discussion of aerosol‑induced occurrences 
of extremely heavy precipitation

The small-depth clouds (with depths below ~4 km) do not 
have enough parts above the level of freezing (~3.5 km) 
and thus the overall responses of the small-depth clouds to 
increases in aerosol concentration are controlled by aerosol 
effects on evaporation, gust fronts and associated competi-
tions among clouds but not by aerosol effects on freezing 
and buoyancy. However, medium-depth clouds and high-
depth clouds (with depths larger than ~4 km) have their 
much larger portion above the level of freezing as compared 
to small-depth clouds. Moreover, the responses of these 
medium-depth clouds and high-depth clouds to increases in 
aerosol concentration are not sensitive to aerosol-induced 
increases on evaporation, gust fronts and associated com-
petitions among clouds as strongly as those of small-depth 
clouds as explained in Sect. 4.2.5. This enables the effect of 
aerosol-induced increases in buoyancy by aerosol-induced 
increases in freezing, cloud-bottom convergence and con-
densation on those medium-depth and deep clouds to be 
very effective, to be not damped down much (by increases 
in the competitions among clouds) and thus, to contribute 
to the full growth or invigoration of some of those clouds. 
This eventually leads to a situation where some of those 
clouds grow extremely well (though intermittently) for the 
occurrence of intermittent extremely heavy precipitation 
with rates above ~28 mm h−1.

4.3  Vertical distributions of hydrometeor mass 
densities

As seen in Fig. 11a showing the time- and domain-averaged 
vertical profiles of cloud-liquid mass density, the maxi-
mum value of this profile is located around 3 km for both 
the 10M run and the control run. However, the maximum 

Fig. 11  Vertical distributions of the time- and domain-averaged mass 
densities of a cloud liquid, b cloud ice and c rain
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value is ~70 % larger in the 10M run than in the control 
run, which is associated with the enhanced intensity of the 
averaged updrafts with the increasing aerosol concentration 
as described above.

It is important to note that the location and magnitude of 
the maximum value in Fig. 11a is not mainly determined 
by a microphysical factor (i.e., decreasing cloud-liquid 
particle size with an increasing aerosol concentration) but 
by “dynamic responses” or “the responses of gust fronts, 
buoyancy, updrafts and condensation” to the increase in 
aerosol concentration. If the maximum value is solely con-
trolled by the microphysical factor, the decreasing size or 
mass of individual cloud-liquid particles with the increas-
ing aerosol concentration leads to an increasing altitude 
where the maximum value of cloud-liquid mass density 
occurs as diagrammatically described in Fig. 4c. This is 
because cloud particles with smaller sizes have smaller fall 
velocities (Pruppacher and Klett 1997) and thus those par-
ticles tend to stay higher in altitude by falling down slower 
(Fig. 4c).

The increasing aerosol concentration does not change 
the altitudes of gust fronts in the planetary boundary layer, 
since the increasing aerosol concentration does not change 
the altitude of cold air spreading out toward surrounding 
warm air to form gust fronts as diagrammatically depicted 
in Fig. 4a. Whether aerosol concentration is high or not, 
the cold air and downdrafts always spread out at similar 
altitudes just above the surface when they contact the sur-
face and are not able to penetrate it so that the altitudes of 
gust fronts in parent clouds, maximum gust-front-induced 
updrafts, and associated maximum condensation and cloud-
liquid mass in subsequent clouds around or just above the 
gust fronts do not change much with the varying aerosol 
concentration as depicted in Figs. 4a and 11a.

Another point to make is that cloud liquid or droplets 
reach places immediate below the level of homogeneous 
freezing around 9 km with the temperature of ~−38 °C 
in both the control run and 10M run as seen in Fig. 11a. 
Note that homogeneous freezing occurs when temperature 
goes down to −38 °C. As simulated by Phillips et al. (2002, 
2007b), Khain et al. (2005, 2008), Lee et al. (2008a, 2009) 
and Fan et al. (2013), whether aerosol concentration is high 
or low, generally, in deep convective clouds (simulated in 
this study) where there are relatively strong updrafts, the 
transportation of droplets occurs up to the level of homoge-
neous freezing efficiently and this enables the presence of 
droplets up to ~9 km in both of the runs.

As seen in Fig. 12a and as diagrammatically depicted 
in Fig. 4a, homogeneous freezing of droplets and haze 
particles (unactivated aerosol particles) produce the larg-
est cloud-ice number concentration around the level of the 
homogeneous freezing (which is around 9 km). The largest 
cloud-ice number concentration provides the largest sum of 

areas of cloud-ice or ice-crystal surface where deposition 
of water vapor occurs in a given unit volume of air around 
9 km. This induces the largest deposition (or freezing based 
on the definition of freezing including deposition here) 
as shown in Fig. 12b through positive feedbacks between 
updrafts, supersaturation and deposition and produces the 
maximum cloud-ice mass density around 9 km as shown 
in Fig. 11b. These feedbacks for the largest deposition or 
freezing at the level of homogeneous freezing are also sim-
ulated in Phillips et al. (2002, 2007b), Khain et al. (2005), 
Lee et al. (2008a, 2009) and Fan et al. (2013).

If we consider aerosol-induced change in the size of ice-
crystal particles only, which is the microphysical factor, the 
maximum cloud-ice mass density should occur at a higher 
altitude in the 10M run than in the control run (as explained 
above and diagrammatically described in Fig. 4c), which is 
contrary to the results here. Increasing number of droplets 
and haze particles enhance homogeneous freezing (includ-
ing associated deposition and explaining most of cloud-ice 

Fig. 12  Vertical distributions of a the averaged cloud-ice number 
concentration over areas and time with non-zero cloud-ice number 
concentration and b the time- and domain-averaged rates of deposi-
tion of water vapor onto cloud-ice particles
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particle formation) and associated cloud-ice mass with the 
increasing aerosol concentration around the level of homo-
geneous freezing by intensifying the dynamic feedbacks 
involving updrafts. With the changing aerosol concentra-
tion, the altitude of ~−38 °C does not change much, since 
the location of ~−38 °C is mainly determined by large-
scale forcings but not by aerosol. Hence, although homoge-
neous freezing (and associated deposition) and thus cloud-
ice mass increase, their location and thus the location of the 
maximum freezing and cloud-ice mass do not vary signifi-
cantly (despite the decreasing cloud-ice particle size with 
the increasing aerosol concentration) as seen in Fig. 11b.

Table 2, showing the time- and domain-averaged pro-
duction and loss rates of processes related to rain at 3 km, 
indicates that accretion of cloud liquid by rain is the pri-
mary factor for the maximum values of rain mass at 3 km 
as shown in Fig. 11c. The secondary factor is melting of 
graupel, reflecting the fact that 3 km is around the level 
of freezing or melting. As seen in Fig. 11c, there is over-
all slightly larger rain mass density in the 10M run than in 
the control run with negligible changes in the altitude of the 
maximum rain mass between the runs. The slightly larger 
rain mass in the 10M run particularly at 3 km is mainly a 
result of aerosol-enhanced accretion of cloud liquid by pre-
cipitation as shown in Table 2. Aerosol-induced changes in 
raindrop size and thus the terminal velocity of raindrops, 
which are changes in microphysical factors, should result 
in different altitudes of the maximum rain mass between 
the runs. Since accretion of cloud liquid by precipitation is 
primarily controlled by cloud-liquid mass that acts as the 
most important source of accretion, despite aerosol-induced 
changes in raindrop size, the altitude of maximum rain 
mass for both the 10M run and the control run is around 
3 km (Fig. 11c). Note that 3 km is the altitude where the 

maximum cloud-liquid mass occurs through the gust fronts 
and associated updrafts (Fig. 11a). This again demonstrates 
that the altitude and magnitude of the maximum rain mass 
is determined by updraft or dynamic responses (involving 
gust fronts) to the increase in aerosol concentration but not 
by the responses of microphysical factors.

Our analysis of the very first time step of rain formation 
for each of the 10M and control runs shows that initial rain 
forms at lower altitudes around 90 min earlier in the con-
trol run than in the 10M run. In the control run, the alti-
tude of the initial formation of rain is ~600 m, while the 
altitude is ~1200 m in the 10M run. This is because larger 
cloud-liquid particles in the control run than in the 10M run 
enable themselves to start to convert into rain particles via 
autoconversion in the control run, although air parcels in 
the control run carrying those cloud-liquid particles and 
originated from around the surface do not reach altitudes 
as high as those in the 10M run. Note that larger cloud-
liquid particles have higher efficiencies of collecting each 
other at their collision, which enables the earlier growth 
of cloud-liquid particles to raindrops via the collection 
with smaller aerosol concentration than with higher aero-
sol concentration (Rogers and Yau 1991; Pruppacher and 
Klett 1997). The earlier initial formation of raindrop and 
the lower altitudes of initial raindrop formation in the con-
trol run (caused by autoconversion difference, which is a 
microphysical factor) enable raindrops to reach the surface 
earlier and thus enable precipitation amount at the surface 
to start to be accumulated earlier. This is in favor of longer 
duration of the surface precipitation and thus raising the 
possibility of a higher total precipitation amount in the con-
trol run than in the 10M run. However, total precipitation 
amount is slightly larger in the 10M run due to the dynamic 
responses to the increasing aerosol concentration.

5  Discussion

5.1  Comparisons with other studies

Previous studies (e.g., van den Heever et al. 2011; Li et al. 
2011; Wang et al. 2011; Fan et al. 2012; Koren et al. 2012) 
examined the response of PF to aerosol in MCE. Note that 
while van den Heever et al. (2011), Wang et al. (2011) and 
Fan et al. (2012) relied on models for the PF calculation, 
Li et al. (2011) and Koren et al. (2012) used satellite and 
ground-based observations for their calculations. The maxi-
mum R in those studies is not only different between them 
but also different from this study, as are the classifications 
into R ranges. The significantly different classifications 
exacerbate comparisons among the studies. Nevertheless, 
there is a good agreement amongst the above-mentioned 
studies and this study that an increase in aerosol enhances 

Table 2  Time- and domain-averaged production and loss rates of 
processes related to rain at the altitude of 3 km

Process rates related to rain mass 
(g m−3 h−1)

Control run 10M run

Microphysical source

 Autoconversion 8.57 × 10−5 3.25 × 10−5

 Accretion of cloud liquid by rain 8.44 × 10−3 1.45 × 10−2

 Melting of graupel 2.11 × 10−3 3.40 × 10−3

 Melting of snow 5.10 × 10−4 6.80 × 10−4

Microphysical sink

 Rain evaporation 9.77 × 10−4 9.89 × 10−4

 Accretion of rain by graupel 0.00 0.00

 Accretion of rain by snow 0.00 0.00

 Contact freezing of rain 0.00 0.00

 Accretion of rain by cloud ice 0.00 0.00

Net sedimentation and advection 3.11 × 10−5 3.34 × 10−5
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the frequency of relatively heavy precipitation. However, in 
other ranges of R (for relatively light precipitation), there 
are discrepancies in the response of PF. This may not be 
that surprising considering significant differences in the 
development stages of convection and environmental con-
ditions among studies and the strong dependence of cloud 
and precipitation characteristics on these conditions and 
stages (Weisman and Klemp 1982; Houze 1993; Lynn et al. 
2005a, b; Khain et al. 2005, 2008; Lee et al. 2008b; Fan 
et al. 2009; Khain 2009; Lee 2011; Tao et al. 2012).

Note that evaporation is strongly dependent on wind 
shear among environmental conditions (e.g., wind shear, 
stability and humidity) which controls the efficiency of the 
transportation of cloud liquid (or droplets) and raindrops 
to unsaturated areas and thus that of cloud-liquid and rain 
evaporation. Wind shear varies a lot with increasing lati-
tudes from tropics to high-latitude regions through mid-
latitude regions. Hence, this can lead to a different effi-
ciency of evaporation and thus intensification of gust fronts 
by an aerosol perturbation among different regions, which 
can be one of the reasons why there are differences in PF 
responses to aerosol for relatively light precipitation among 
the studies. Motivated by this, the 10M run and the control 
run are repeated with different wind shear.

The first set of the repeated runs (referred to as “the 
10M-small-ws run” and the “control-small-ws run”) adopts 
smaller wind shear, while the second set of repeated runs 
(referred to as “the 10M-large-ws run” and the “control-
large-ws run”) adopts larger wind shear as compared to 
that in the 10M run and the control run. The wind shear 
is defined as the difference between the density-weighted 
mean wind speed over the lowest 6 km of the wind pro-
file and the average wind speed over the lowest 500 m of 
the wind profile, following the definition of Weisman and 
Klemp (1982). To apply smaller wind shear to the “the 
10M-small-ws run” and the “control-small-ws run”, the 
speed of horizontal background wind (which is mostly 
eastward) above 500 m is reduced by a factor of 2 as com-
pared to that in the 10M run and the control run. To apply 
larger wind shear to the “the 10M-large-ws run” and the 
“control-large-ws run”, the speed of horizontal wind above 
500 m is enhanced by a factor of 2 as compared to that in 
the 10M run and the control run.

Due to the lower (higher) efficiency of the transpor-
tation of cloud liquid to unsaturated areas with smaller 
(larger) wind shear, aerosol-induced intensification of gust 
fronts is weaker (stronger) between the control-small-
ws run (control-large-ws run) and the 10M-small-ws run 
(10M-large-ws run) than between the 10M run and the con-
trol run. This leads to a situation where the 10M-small-ws 
run shows smaller PFs for light precipitation (with rates 
below 5 mm h−1) than the control-small-ws run, while the 
10M-large-ws run shows larger PFs for light precipitation 

than the control-large-ws run and the difference in those 
PFs (for light precipitation) between the 10M-large-ws run 
and the control-large-ws run is larger than that between 
the 10M run and the control run (Fig. 3a, e and f). These 
repeated runs with the different sets of wind shear dem-
onstrate that the response of PF for light precipitation 
to aerosol perturbations is strongly dependent on wind 
shear which is one of representative environmental condi-
tions. This gives us a preliminary clue to a reason why the 
response of the relatively light precipitation to aerosol per-
turbations varies among studies over different regions.

5.2  Scavenging

Although aerosol concentration and its difference between 
the 10M and control runs decrease with time, the feed-
backs involving aerosol-induced increases in freezing, 
cloud-bottom convergence, evaporation, the intensity of 
gust fronts and condensation are established at the begin-
ning stage of cloud development. The beginning stage is 
much before cloud development reaches its mature stage 
when strong precipitation occurs and thus the scavenging is 
most effective; remind that using experiments and measure-
ments, Garrett et al. (2010), Pruppacher and Klett (1997), 
and Shaw (1995) have shown that higher precipitation rates 
induce higher scavenging. In other words, those feedbacks 
are set up at the beginning stage when there are weak pre-
cipitation and thus no significant effects of scavenging on 
aerosol concentration and its difference between the runs. 
Those feedbacks set up at the beginning stage determine 
the differences in cloud and precipitation development 
regardless of the evolution of the differences in aerosol 
concentration between the runs even after the beginning 
stage. Hence, results here are quite robust to the effect of 
scavenging on differences in aerosol concentration between 
the two runs as also extensively discussed in (Lee et al. 
2008a, b; Lee and Feingold 2010; Lee 2011; Lee and Fein-
gold 2013).

5.3  Sensitivity to resolutions and dimensionality

The features of simulated MCEs can vary with varying 
resolutions (e.g., Sato et al. 2008; Donner et al. 1999). To 
examine the sensitivity of results here to resolutions, the 
10M run and the control run are repeated with a horizontal 
grid length of 100 m (reduced from 500 m) and a vertical 
grid length of 50 m (reduced from 200 m) that are gener-
ally adopted by large-eddy simulation (LES) modeling. 
These repeated runs are referred to as the 10M-res run and 
the control-res run, respectively. For these repeated runs, 
the length of the horizontal domain is reduced from 256 km 
to 100 km to save the computational cost. This reduction 
in the length of the horizontal domain is based on the fact 
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that the size or horizontal extent of individual convection 
is generally 5–30 km and it is much smaller than 100 km. 
Hence, we believe that the reduced domain size has a mini-
mal impact on the development of individual convection or 
individual clouds. Also, Houze (1993) defined a mesoscale 
convective system (or MCE) as a cloud system that occurs 
in connection with an ensemble of thunderstorms and pro-
duces precipitation area ∼100 km or more in at least one 
direction. Hence, the 100-km length captures the MCE and 
its mesoscale structure as the 256-km domain length for the 
standard runs does. Moreover, Phillips and Donner (2007) 
have compared results obtained by averaging an ensemble 
of 85 small (~100 km) domains to those from a single large 
(~5000 km) domain and found that their statistical behav-
iors are similar, due to the fact that the size of individual 
convection is much smaller than the size of the domain 
whether it is a 100-km small domain or a 5000-km large 
domain. This supports the use of 100-km length to test the 
effect of resolutions on the results here. Figures 3g, 6d and 
7d for precipitation frequency, cloud-depth frequency, and 
cloud fraction from these repeated runs and comparisons 
between these figures and Figs. 3a, 6a and 7a from the 10M 
and control runs demonstrate that the qualitative nature of 
results is insensitive to resolutions.

For simulations of observed MCEs over the Southern 
Great Plains (SGP), Lee et al. (2008a, b) have shown that 
aerosol-induced intensification of updrafts and the qualita-
tive nature of the response of PF to increasing aerosol con-
centration for each of light, medium and heavy precipitation 
are robust to whether two-dimensional domain or three-
dimensional domain is selected. Note that the intensification 
of updrafts is a good manifestation of the effects of aero-
sol on dynamics (and associated microphysics) described 
in Lee et al. (2008a, b) and this study. This is because the 
updraft can be considered to be a final product of what has 
been going on in dynamic situation (including the intensity 
of gust fronts) of cloud systems. These MCEs over the SGP 
involve various types of clouds from shallow warm clouds 
to deep clouds that reach the tropopause as the MCE simu-
lated in this study does. There are similar responses of PF to 
aerosol perturbations between the MCEs over the SGP and 
the MCE simulated in this study for each of light, medium 
and heavy precipitation. This enables a reasonable compari-
son between the MCEs over the SGP and the MCE simu-
lated here for the matter of dimensionality. Hence, although 
simulations in Lee et al. (2008a, b) are for different cases, 
they suggest that the qualitative character of results pre-
sented here is not caused by the two-dimensional domain.

5.4  Sensitivity to sublimation

This study put its emphasis on aerosol-induced changes 
in freezing and evaporation and their impacts on PF. 

However, this does not mean that there are no other poten-
tial microphysical processes which affect PF. For example, 
Fan et al. (2008), Wang et al. (2011), and Tao et al. (2012) 
have shown that sublimation can have impacts on convec-
tion and precipitation by controlling latent cooling, down-
drafts and gust fronts. Motivated by this, the 10M run is 
repeated with reduced sublimation by a factor of 2. This 
makes cumulative sublimation in the repeated run identi-
cal to that in the control run. This repeated run is referred 
to as the “10M-reduced-sublimation run”. Comparisons of 
PF between the 10M-reduced-sublimation run and the con-
trol run show results that are qualitatively similar to those 
between the 10M run and the control run (Fig. 3a and h). 
Hence, aerosol-induced increases in sublimation do not 
contribute to the qualitative differences in PF between the 
10M run and the control run.

6  Summary and conclusions

This study finds that aerosol-induced increases in freez-
ing (and parcel buoyancy) mostly enhance PF which is 
associated with heavy rain from deep clouds with R above 
~15 mm h−1. This accompanies extremely heavy precipita-
tion with R larger than ~28 mm h−1 which does not exist in 
the absence of aerosol-induced increases in freezing. This 
study also finds that aerosol-induced increases in evapora-
tion have a significant impact on PF associated with light 
and medium rain with R below ~15 mm h−1 which is pro-
duced by small- and medium-depth clouds with depths 
below ~8 km. The effect of aerosol-induced increases 
in evaporation on small- and medium-depth clouds and 
associated precipitation has also been discussed in (Xue 
and Feingold 2006; Feingold et al. 2010; Lee et al 2012), 
although this effect has been often neglected in studies 
of interactions between convective clouds and aerosol. In 
particular, for light precipitation with rates smaller than 
5 mm h−1, the increase in evaporation is the cause of larger 
PFs in the high-aerosol case than in the low-aerosol case. 
Aerosol-induced increases in evaporation increase the num-
ber of clouds and competitions among them and reduce the 
size of raindrops and their fall velocity, which contribute to 
the more small-depth clouds and the more light precipita-
tion. Eventually, the increase in the light-rain PF induced 
by aerosol enables the larger cumulative precipitation in 
the high-aerosol case than in the low-aerosol case. With no 
increase in evaporation and light rain, aerosol-induced sup-
pression of precipitation amount is simulated in the high-
aerosol case.

Sensitivity tests have demonstrated that aerosol-induced 
changes in PF for light precipitation are sensitive to the 
magnitude of wind shear. This can explain the reason why 
the response of PF to aerosol perturbations varies widely 
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with varying regions and thus varying environmental con-
ditions. However, it is true that the level of understanding 
of the variation is still very low, since there are other envi-
ronmental factors than wind shear that may contribute to 
the variation of the response of PF to aerosol perturbations. 
Hence, further examination of the variation to better under-
stand the cause of the discrepancies in the PF responses to 
aerosol perturbations among studies in different regions is 
worthy of future research efforts.

This study shows that extremely heavy precipitation 
with rate above ~28 mm h−1 is created by aerosol pertur-
bation that affects freezing. This extremely heavy precipi-
tation is related to extreme weather events such as flash 
flooding and has important implications for us socially 
and economically. This indicates that parameterizations of 
aerosol and ice microphysical processes (e.g., freezing) are 
crucial to better simulate or trigger extreme weather events 
related to flooding in climate and regional models.

The locations of gust fronts and associated condensation 
and those of homogeneous freezing and associated deposi-
tion do not vary much with varying aerosol concentration 
and this outweighs the effect of changing cloud-particle 
size on the locations or altitudes of the maximum values 
of the averaged rain, cloud-liquid and –ice mass. This leads 
to the negligible variation of the altitudes of the maximum 
values with varying aerosol concentration. Despite the 
earlier formation of precipitation and its lower altitude, 
precipitation amount is slightly smaller in the control run 
than in the 10M run due to dynamic responses (involving 
updrafts and gust-front responses) to aerosol. This indicates 
that aerosol-induced changes in microphysical factor (e.g., 
cloud-particle size) itself are not able to explain results 
(e.g., the responses of cumulative precipitation and the 
altitudes of the maximum values of the averaged mass to 
aerosol) shown in this paper. To better explain them, work 
in this paper demonstrates that we have to consider cloud 
dynamics (involving updrafts and gust fronts), temperature 
vertical profiles (affecting processes such as homogeneous 
freezing) and associated phase-transition and latent-heat 
processes.

In general, aerosol community tends to think about 
aerosol-cloud interactions in convective clouds as those 
involving aerosol-induced increases in freezing, cloud-top 
heights and precipitation amount without being concerned 
about changes in cloud-system organization and the spati-
otemporal distributions of precipitation. This tendency is 
based on studies of single-cloud systems (Rosenfeld and 
Woodley 2000; Rosenfeld et al. 2008). This study makes 
a contrast between the freezing effect which acts as a basis 
for the concept based on single-cloud systems and the 
evaporation effect which is accepted as a primary driver 
of aerosol-induced changes in cloud-system organizations 
in multiple-cloud systems. This contrast can shed light on 

the importance of the consideration of other processes and 
associated changes in cloud-system organizations in addi-
tion to freezing and cloud-top height.

We believe that not many previous studies have been 
successfully explaining aerosol-induced changes in cloud 
systems by relying only on either freezing or evaporation. 
Thus this study, looking at both freezing and evaporation, 
acts as a first stepping stone to a comprehensive under-
standing of aerosol-cloud interactions in convective cloud 
systems. Considering that multiple-cloud systems play a 
much more important role in climate than a single cloud 
(Houze 1993), this type of comprehensive understanding 
gives us clearer insight into roles played by aerosol-cloud 
interactions in climate.
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